Modified Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology in Investigating Iranian Language Learners’ Attitudes Toward Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL)
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Abstract

Introduction: The modified unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (MUTAUT) was used in this mixed methods study to investigate language learners’ attitudes toward mobile assisted language learning (MALL).

Methods: Two different student surveys were used to collect data quantitatively. The surveys consisted of 24 and 23 items, respectively, rated on a 6-point Likert scale. Reliability was estimated to be 0.92 and 0.95, respectively. To collect data qualitatively, language learners were interviewed regarding their opinions on MALL. Standard multiple regression and descriptive statistics employing IBM SPSS version 21 were used to analyze the data.

Results: Analysis of quantitative data revealed that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and perceived playfulness were significant predictors of the behavioral intention to use mobile devices, while self-management of learning and social influence were not (P < 0.001). Analysis of descriptive statistics from the second survey showed that language learners have totally positive attitudes toward effectiveness and satisfaction; however, their attitudes about usefulness were somewhat mixed. Analysis of qualitative data generally confirmed the quantitative results.

Conclusions: Language instructors should motivate students to use mobile devices to learn, become more autonomous language learners, and manage their own learning.
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1. Introduction

Mobile devices are becoming increasingly popular among language learners (1, 2), making language learning more effective and faster (3). These devices include different kinds of mobile systems like mobile phones, smart phones, iPods, tablets, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and so on. Using a mobile device to learn a foreign language is called mobile assisted language learning (MALL), or m-learning (4-6).

In a recent study, Hwang et al. (7) investigated the role of mobile game-based activities in speaking and listening tasks. Results revealed that learners’ speaking skills were developed while they played games on their mobile devices. Furthermore, participants had totally positive attitudes toward using these devices for learning. Hsu (8) explored the attitudes of 45 international foreign language learners toward mobile assisted language learning. According to the results of this study, participants held different perceptions toward mobile assisted language learning. In another study, Viberg and Gronlund (9) investigated learners’ attitudes toward mobile assisted language learning across cultures. Participants had positive attitudes toward mobile assisted language learning. Wang et al. (1) investigated the behavioral intention of university students toward mobile learning based on a modified version of the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology. Their results showed that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, self-management of learning, and perceived playfulness have a positive effect on individuals’ behavioral intention to use mobile devices. In another study, Chen (2) examined the attitudes of language learners toward tablet PCs. The findings revealed that tablet computers are effective and easy to use tools. Moreover, participants were completely satisfied with using these devices for learning.

In Iran, some researchers have studied m-learning. Mansouri et al. (10) explored the attitudes of university students toward m-learning at Payamenoor University of Gonbad in Gonbad Kavus, Golestan. The results of this study revealed that 83.33% of students carried their mobile phones with them and used them during the day. The results also showed that students harbored no negative atti-
tudes towards mobile learning and believed it could benefit them. Similar results were also obtained by Forooshani et al. (11), Morsaei et al. (12), and Yaghoubi and Baratali (13).

Abdekhoda et al. (14) investigated the determinants of acceptance of Information Technology (IT) among the health information management staff of Tehran University using the technology acceptance model. According to the results, perceived usefulness and ease of use are factors which determine the acceptance of IT among health information management staff. Therefore, it was suggested that perceived ease of use and usefulness be considered as important elements for IT designers. A similar study was done by Esmaeili et al. (15), who found a high positive correlation between perceived ease of use and users’ intention. They concluded that the most important factor in the technology acceptance model is perceived ease of use.

Sadeghitarir et al. (16) evaluated factors affecting the implementation of mobile learning in continuing medical education programs using the theory of reasoned action (TRA) at Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran. Three hundred and thirty-three staff members participated in the study in which data was collected using a questionnaire. The results indicated that the intention of mobile learning correlated mostly with the mentality of mobile learning, tendency to mobile learning, and behavioral control, respectively. The researchers concluded that the learners’ level of knowledge of mobile learning would be carefully examined before a mobile learning system was implemented.

Using a mixed methods study to investigate management students’ satisfaction with mobile phones at Mehre Alborz higher education institute in Tehran, Sheikholeslami et al. (17) found that questionnaire analysis showed no statistically significant difference in using mobile phones on students’ satisfaction; the results of interviews showed that students were satisfied with mobile phones when they were used to keep them informed about their class schedule or other similar purposes, but they were not satisfied with mobile phones when used to teach them content.

1.1. Performance Expectancy (Effectiveness)

Venkatesh et al. (18) described performance expectancy as the extent to which individuals believe that using different mobile devices will help them enhance their performance. According to Wang et al. (1), learners can benefit from using their mobile devices in their learning contexts. Previous studies have also shown that performance expectancy and learners’ satisfaction might be related to each other (19, 20). Satisfaction with mobile devices helps learners achieve learning goals more quickly and more effectively. Performance expectancy influences the attitudes of technology users (21).

1.2. Effort Expectancy (Usability)

According to Wang et al. (1), effort expectancy is perceived as whether mobile devices are easy to use for individuals. Previous research has revealed that effort expectancy is related to performance expectancy (22-26). Furthermore, it can be considered as a predictor of behavioral intention to use mobile devices (1, 27). Lin et al. (28) determined three individual differences that have positive relationships with effort expectancy: personal innovativeness, self-efficacy, and previous experience. According to the researchers, using these devices is simple for people with a high degree of self-efficacy. Moreover, individuals who have previous experience using a new mobile device are often more comfortable using these devices. The researchers concluded that people who are innovative are likely to take the initiative to try new technology.

1.3. Social Influence

Social influence is associated with the effect of society on individuals’ intention to use mobile devices. According to Lin et al. (28), learners are more affected by their own classmates than their teachers and will use a mobile device if they have their friends’ approval. Previous research has revealed that social influence might affect students’ intention to use mobile devices (29, 30), and it affects individuals’ intention to use technology (1, 31, 32). According to Venkatesh et al. (18), social factors do not influence users in a voluntary context; however, they influence users who are in their first stages of experiencing new devices and those who are working in a mandatory context. The influence of society on users’ actions is due to the factors of compliance, internalization, and identification.

1.4. Self-Management of Learning

Wang et al. (1) described self-management of learning as “the extent to which an individual feels he or she is self-disciplined and can engage in autonomous learning” (p. 100). According to Huang et al. (33), self-management of learning is related to self-supporting, individualistic, and unconventional learning. The researchers explored the effects of three constructs, perceived playfulness, self-management of learning, and resistance to change mobile learning outcomes. Their results revealed that it is important to start individuals in an appropriate time in increasing opportunities to use mobile devices and in decreasing the effect of resistance to change people. Previous research has shown that self-management of learning has an important effect on individuals’ learning outcomes (34). Furthermore, the results of many studies have
revealed the significant influence of self-management of learning on users’ intention to use mobile devices (1, 35-39).

1.5. Perceived Playfulness (Satisfaction)

According to Wang et al. (1), perceived playfulness relates to concentration, curiosity, and enjoyment. Previous studies have shown that individuals with higher levels of perceived playfulness might interact with mobile devices and learn something about their interest (33). Perceived playfulness is associated with intrinsic motivation, and learners are more likely to be interested in an activity because they desire to do it (40). This factor was mostly studied with the technology acceptance model; as a result, it is considered one of the determinants of perceived ease of use (effort expectancy) (41-49).

As the discussed studies show, m-learning has been examined from different perspectives both in Iran and elsewhere. Some researchers have studied attitudes of learners toward different mobile devices for learning; other researchers have explored learners’ attitudes toward using information technology and m-learning based on the technology acceptance model theory. Further studies have examined the effect of mobile devices on learning. However, using the modified unified theory of acceptance and use of technology to examine m-learning among learners of English as a foreign language is relatively unexplored. The present study, therefore, attempted to fill this gap. The present researchers also investigated the attitudes of language learners toward usability, effectiveness, and satisfaction toward mobile devices. To achieve the goals of the study, two research questions were proposed:

1) Are performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, self-management of learning, and perceived playfulness significant predictors of behavioral intention to use mobile devices among Iranian EFL language learners?

2) What are Iranian EFL language learners’ attitudes toward usability, effectiveness, and satisfaction with technology use and mobile devices for language learning?

2. Methods

A sequential explanatory mixed-methods design was used in this study. Data was collected both quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitative data was collected using two questionnaires (described below). The first English questionnaire (See Appendix A) used in this study was that of Wang et al. (1). This questionnaire had six subscales: performance expectancy (4 items), effort expectancy (4 items), social influence (4 items), self-management of learning (4 items), perceived playfulness (5 items), and behavioral intention of the users (3 items). It contained 24 items on a 6-point Likert scale with ratings of strongly disagree (1), slightly disagree (2), disagree (3), agree (4), slightly agree (5), and strongly agree (6) and was administered to a group of 40 language learners with reliability estimates as shown in Table 1. The Cronbach’s alpha for the modified unified theory of acceptance and use of technology questionnaire turned out to be 0.92.

As the discussed studies show, m-learning has been examined from different perspectives both in Iran and elsewhere. Some researchers have studied attitudes of learners toward different mobile devices for learning; other researchers have explored learners’ attitudes toward using information technology and m-learning based on the technology acceptance model theory. Further studies have examined the effect of mobile devices on learning. However, using the modified unified theory of acceptance and use of technology to examine m-learning among learners of English as a foreign language is relatively unexplored. The present study, therefore, attempted to fill this gap. The present researchers also investigated the attitudes of language learners toward usability, effectiveness, and satisfaction toward mobile devices. To achieve the goals of the study, two research questions were proposed:

1) Are performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, self-management of learning, and perceived playfulness significant predictors of behavioral intention to use mobile devices among Iranian EFL language learners?

2) What are Iranian EFL language learners’ attitudes toward usability, effectiveness, and satisfaction with technology use and mobile devices for language learning?

The second English questionnaire (See Appendix B) used in this study was that of Chen (2). It was used to seek the attitudes of language learners toward usability, effectiveness, and satisfaction with mobile devices. The questionnaire contained 23 items rated on a 6-point Likert scale with strongly disagree (1), slightly disagree (2), disagree (3), agree (4), slightly agree (5), and strongly agree (6). It was administered to a group of 40 language learners with reliability estimates as shown in Table 2. The Cronbach’s alpha for the attitudinal questionnaire turned out to be 0.95.

IMB SPSS version 21 was used to analyze the quantitative data, using standard multiple regression and descriptive statistics.

Language learners were chosen using convenience sampling and based on easy accessibility and availability. Initially, participants in this study included 350 language learners. However, only 320 language learners returned completed questionnaires. Out of these 320 language learners, 20 were excluded, because their surveys were incomplete (many items were blank). Therefore, only
the questionnaires for 300 language learners were used for final data analysis.

Out of 300 language learners who completed the questionnaires, 60 agreed to be interviewed. The lead researcher contacted them individually one week later at the mobile phone numbers they had written on the questionnaires and arranged an interview, which was structured and included five questions closely related to the items on questionnaires A and B (See Appendix C). Interviewing took two weeks, because it was not possible for all language learners to attend interview sessions on the same day. Each language learner was briefed again on the objectives of the study, and the lead researcher assured participants that their responses would be kept confidential. Each structured interview lasted approximately ten minutes, and the language learners’ responses were audio recorded since participants were not comfortable with video recording. Responses were transcribed and coded, central themes were identified, and, finally, similarities and differences were listed.

3. Results

3.1. Quantitative Results

Table 3 shows the participants’ demographic information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>100 (33.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>200 (66.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 18</td>
<td>185 (61.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 - 24</td>
<td>71 (23.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 - 30</td>
<td>25 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 up</td>
<td>19 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational background</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>185 (61.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University student</td>
<td>75 (25.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>40 (13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language proficiency</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>83 (27.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>145 (48.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>72 (24.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, two research questions were formulated, the first of which examined predictors of behavioral intention to use mobile devices and the second explored language learners’ attitudes toward mobile devices.

3.2. Investigation of the First Research Question

To answer the first research question (Are performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, self-management of learning and perceived playfulness significant predictors of behavioral intention to use mobile devices among Iranian EFL language learners?), a standard multiple regression was used. Based on the results shown in Table 4 the R square value is 0.410. This shows that our model explains 41% of variance in behavioral intention to use mobile devices.

The results of the ANOVA test (Table 5) shows that the predictive power of the model is statistically significant (F (5, 267) = 37.150, P < 0.001).

3.3. Dependent Variable: Behavioral Intention

Predictors: Performance expectancy, effort expectancy, self-management of learning, social influence, perceived playfulness.

In Table 6 the largest beta value belongs to effort expectancy, indicating this factor makes the strongest contribution to explaining behavioral intention. After effort expectancy, performance expectancy and perceived playfulness make significant contributions to explaining behavioral intention. The researchers checked the Sig value for each independent variable. If it was less than 0.05, the variable was considered to make a significant unique contribution to the prediction of the dependent variable. According to the results, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and perceived playfulness make statistically significant contributions to the prediction of behavioral intention to use mobile devices.

It can be concluded that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and perceived playfulness are significant predictors of behavioral intention, while social influence and self-management of learning are not.

3.4. Investigation of Second Research Question

To analyze the second research question (What are Iranian EFL language learners’ attitudes toward usability, effectiveness, and satisfaction with the use of technology and mobile devices for language learning?), descriptive statistics such as frequencies and percentages were used. Participants had positive attitudes toward effectiveness and satisfaction; however, their attitudes toward usability were somewhat mixed. For Use 1 (40%) and Use 2 (29.3%), participants’ attitudes were negative, because most of them strongly disagreed with these two statements. However, they had somewhat positive attitudes toward usability in the third statement, because they slightly agreed on this one (Use 3: 24.7%). Participants held consistent attitudes toward effectiveness and satisfaction, because most
Table 4. Model Summary for Predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Standard Error of Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>2.35411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. ANOVA Test for Predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>861.912</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>172.382</td>
<td>37.150</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>1238.930</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>4.640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2100.842</td>
<td>272</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Coefficients for Predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>4.352</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Expectancy</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort Expectancy</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Influence</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Playfulness</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-management of learning</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of them slightly agreed or agreed on the remaining statements which were related to effectiveness and satisfaction.

The mean for each item across all language learners was calculated (Tables 7 - 9). Mean values also confirmed language learners’ positive attitudes toward effectiveness, satisfaction, and Use 3, but negative attitudes toward Use 1 and Use 2. Higher mean values indicated more agreement, implying positive attitudes, but lower mean values denoted less agreement, suggesting negative attitudes.

Table 7. Mean Values for Use Subscale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use 1</th>
<th>Use 2</th>
<th>Use 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of respondents</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.7845</td>
<td>2.984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Qualitative Results

To obtain more in-depth information, a structured interview was carried out with 60 language learners. The results generally supported the quantitative findings. The first interview question (effectiveness) was whether mobile devices enhance language learners’ language performance. Out of 60 language learners, 40 of them conveyed that mobile devices are useful tools for language learning. For example, one language learner stated, “Mobile devices help me learn English more quickly and effectively.” Twenty language learners mentioned that using mobile devices helped them improve their vocabulary learning. One language learner asserted, “I use mobile devices to find new words from the dictionary.” Furthermore, 10 participants stated that watching movies or listening to music on mobile devices helped them improve their language performance. One learner remarked, “I usually listen to English music on my mp3 player, and sometimes I look at the lyrics while I am listening to improve my language.” Three other answers to the first interview question given by language learners were:

- “Yes, for example, I listen to the pronunciation of each word in the dictionary and I just use this application for my learning.
- Yes, I use my mobile device for finding new words in the dictionary.
- Yes, for finding the answers of the questions more quickly and to avoid complications.

The second interview question (social influence) was concerned with the way language learners and teachers affect learners to use their mobile phones for language
learning. Out of 60 language learners, 45 did not think they were influenced by other people, not even their teachers, and their classmates usually did not encourage them to use mobile devices for language learning. Ten language learners mentioned that most teachers and classmates are not familiar with applications provided for language learners to enhance their learning, and some of them are not even interested in using mobile devices for teaching and learning. For example, one language learner stated, “They did not encourage me to use mobile devices for learning, because they themselves are not familiar with devices or applications.” Three other answers given by language learners to the second interview question were:

- No, it did not happen for me.
- No, they did not encourage me to use mobile devices for learning, because they themselves are not familiar with devices or applications.
- No, they just motivate us to use dictionaries from mobile devices.

The third interview question (satisfaction) was related to the feeling of language learners when they use mobile devices for learning. According to the responses, 50 language learners were satisfied with using mobile devices for their language learning, and seven students felt anxious or uneasy when using these devices. One language learner said, “I really enjoy using mobile devices for my learning, because I can access the information much easier and faster”. Based on the findings, convenient access to information and ease of use of these devices result in pleasure for learners. Three other statements made by language learners in response to the third interview question were:

- I enjoy using mobile devices for learning.
- I do not enjoy it very much and I do not feel anything at all; sometimes I feel that it is really boring.
- I enjoy using mobile devices, because they are easy to use and I can access the information faster.

The fourth interview question (usability) was whether language learners’ interaction with mobile devices for language learning is clear and understandable. Forty participants believed that mobile devices are easy to use. One language learner stated, “Most mobile devices are easy to use, and it does not take much time to learn how to work with these devices.” Ten language learners thought it would be easy for them to use mobile devices if they had support from a group or an organization which designs different kinds of applications for them. One language learner stated, “If there were an organization which could help users with the difficulties we encounter while using applications for education, learning language or even other subjects from these devices would be much easier.” Four others added that direct guidance from experienced users would help them access information much more easily and faster than usual. One of the language learners said, “I think if experienced users support us, we can manage using these devices and it would be easier.” Three other responses to the fourth interview question given by language learners were:

- It is not easy; it depends on the applications.
- It is easy; I think if experienced users support us we could manage using these devices and it would be easier.
- It is easier than using books for finding words.

The last interview question (self-management of learning) concerned whether mobile devices help language learners to be independent language learners. According to the responses, 25 language learners believed that they could manage their own learning and did not need their teachers for support, because they can easily access the information they need using their mobile devices and the Internet. One language learner said, “I don’t think that I need a teacher’s help while I am using my device for learning. With the internet available in many places, we can access the information when we need it.” In contrast, 35 of the students thought that having a teacher is necessary for learn-

### Table 8. Mean Values for Effectiveness Subscale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
<th>E6</th>
<th>E7</th>
<th>E8</th>
<th>E9</th>
<th>E10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of respondents</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9. Mean Values for Satisfaction Subscale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S8</th>
<th>S9</th>
<th>S10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of respondents</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ing a foreign language because of the support they provide and because students can ask questions whenever they encounter a problem regarding their language learning. One language learner stated, “I do not think that it would be possible for me to learn English without my teacher’s help. I use mobile devices for learning, but sometimes we cannot solve our problems without any help.” Three other responses given by language learners to the last interview question were:
- No, I think it distracts language learners.
- No, I think that for language learning you need to be present in different classes and activities.
- Yes, when I am using mobile devices I feel that I do not need anybody’s help.

4. Conclusions

The findings of this research revealed that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and perceived playfulness are significant predictors of behavioral intention to use mobile devices, but self-management of learning and social influence are not. Effort expectancy was found to be the strongest predictor of all. Participants had totally positive attitudes toward effectiveness and satisfaction; however, their attitudes about usability were mixed; they had positive attitudes toward Use 1 and Use 2, but negative attitudes toward Use 3.

The results regarding performance expectancy are in line with those of previous studies (1, 14, 15, 17, 51, 52). In a study conducted by Wang et al. (1), performance expectancy was found to be a significant predictor and the strongest determinant of users’ behavioral intention to use mobile devices. Abdekhoda et al. (14) determined that usefulness (performance expectancy) had a significant influence on IT acceptance among university staff. The current study also found that effort expectancy is the strongest predictor of language learners’ behavioral intention to use mobile devices. This finding is in line with that of both Abdekhoda et al. (14) and Esmaeili et al. (15), who found that perceived ease of use (effort expectancy) is related to the acceptance and intention of the participants to use the technology. The findings are also consistent with those of the previous studies (1, 24).

Perceived playfulness turned out to be a significant predictor of language learners’ behavioral intention to use mobile devices. This finding is in line with that of previous studies (1, 35-39). Melendez et al. (50) found that perceived playfulness has a strong impact on the learner’s intention to use a particular mobile device.

Self-management of learning and social influence were not significant predictors of behavioral intention to use mobile devices in this study. The findings of this research do not support those of previous studies (1, 29-37). Qualitative analysis results generally confirmed this finding. As presented in the previous section, the majority of language learners (45 out of 60) stated that they were not heavily influenced by teachers to use mobile devices, because language teachers were not familiar with mobile devices, did not know how to use them, mostly asked language learners to use dictionaries in those devices, and believed they would distract language learners from language learning. Most language learners (35 out of 60) preferred teachers over mobile devices, because they were available and could provide help whenever language learners needed it.

The results of this study indicate that language learners had positive attitudes about effectiveness and satisfaction; however, their attitudes toward usability were mixed. The results of language learners’ attitudes about effectiveness and satisfaction are in line with previous literature (2, 14, 15, 17, 51, 52). Sheikholeslami et al. (17) showed in their qualitative results that students were satisfied with mobile phones when they used them to keep them informed about their class schedules or other similar purposes. The findings about language learners’ attitudes toward usability, however, were contrary to those of previous studies (2, 14, 15, 51, 52), suggesting that language learners are willing to use mobile devices on different occasions and are completely satisfied with the functions of these devices.

Pedagogical implications: The findings of this research might have some pedagogical implications. The more help language learners can get help from mobile devices, the easier it is for them to use mobile devices, and the more playable they are, the more language learners intend to use mobile devices for learning. Therefore, language teachers should invest in intrinsically motivating language learners to use mobile devices and raising language learners’ consciousness regarding the different functions and applications these mobile devices offer. Producers could also design and produce materials for mobile devices, thereby making them more exciting, more technology-related, and more personalized.

Limitations and future research: The findings of this study are based on the attitudes of a particular group of language learners in Iran; therefore, the findings cannot be generalized to a large international population. The perceptions of language teachers according to the modified unified theory of acceptance and use of technology were not analyzed; future research can be conducted to evaluate the perceptions of both language learners and instructors based on this theory and to compare the results of both groups. Convenience sampling was used for this study. This kind of sampling has some limitations; therefore, random sampling is recommended for use in future research.
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